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'Lunch & Learn'
focuses on volunteer
opportunities
By Mike Choromanski
Staff Reporter

Hispanic Outreach and
Leadership (HOLA) held its
last Lunch & Learn of the se
mester on Nov. 11. The event
featured two guest speakers
who spoke of community
service opportunities, while
the students filled themselves
with Subway and chips.
The two speakers werefrom
All Walks Of Life (AWOL)
and Memorial Health.
According to the AWOL
web site, it is an organization
that provides arts and tech
nology e ducation for at-risk
youth.
The first speaker, Lakesha
Green, AWOL theater and
performing arts instructor,
informed everyone of upcom
ing events, including both an
English and Spanish produc
tion of Shakespeare's "Romeo
and Juliet."
Although rehearsal for the
English version of the play
has begun, Greenencouraged
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Fees cover what tuition cannot at Georgia universities
800 r

Rir
Ann Wilcnn
By Ann
Wilson
Staff Reporter

In addition to tuition and
state budgets, AASU re
ceives much of its funding
from student fees.
Charges for the student ac
cess card, student activities,
athletics, health, recreation,
and technology fees pay for
the different categories.
The $44 student activity
fee goes toward supporting
student organizations such
as the Campus Union Board,
Multicultural Affairs, HOLA,
and The Inkwell.
Most of t he student orga
nizations on campus receive
no funding from the state
and rely mainly on student
fees for support.

"Activity fees are being
treated as state funds. They
don't come from taxpay
ers, they come from student
fees," said A1 Ha rris, direc
tor of student activities.
"College Union Board, Band,
Inkwell, Chorus, Multicul
tural Affairs, International
activities, it's about a halfmillion dollar budget."
The Student Government
Association (SGA) budget
for 2009-2010 is an esti
mated $597,960, made up
of the $44 fee that the stu
dents pay each semester.
The money is distributed
among 16 student organiza
tions and goes toward items
necessary to run the orga

Why it matters:

nizations, such
as travel fees,
T-shirts, shows,
supplies and ad
vertisement.
"AASU is di
verse and vibrant
cultural commu
nity and the fees
go to help each
organization re
ally show them
selves," said Zerik Samples, SGA
treasurer.
The SGA has
three sources of
revenue to help
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'Fee-nomenal'
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The totals of the seven standard student fees in the
table on page 2 for each school show AASU's fee
costs to be around two-thirds of G eorgia Southern
University and and Valdosta State University.

Common read author speaks, reads, signs at AASU

Seniors Brian Dotson and Adam
Morrison defeated 63 teams to
win the American Collegiate
Moot Court Association National
Championship. It was the first
time that a University System of
Georgia had won.

By Stuart Grosse
Staff Reporter

SGA discusses spring
elections, financial
challenges

AASU will compete against
22 other teams for Holy Cross,
the College of Wooster, Florida
Atlantic University, Drake
University and the University of
Tampa.

(Above) Julie Otsuka reads pieces of her upcoming novel at
the Armstrong Center on Nov. 11. (Above right) Otsuka signs
her book, "When The Emperor Was Divine," after the read
ing. (Right) The crowd overflowed the seating provided, so
several people sat on the floor or stood for the duration.

Photos by Hank Sharpe

Julia Otsuka discusses "When the Emperor Was Divine" with students
By Kylie Horn
Staff Reporter

Seats inthe room werefilled,
and there were people sitting
on the floor. Then there was a
silence because Julia Otsuka,
author of the novel, "When the
Emperor Was Divine" entered
the room.
Her novel is based on the
American government install
ment of t he Japanese intern
ment camps during WWII.

"It is an important chapter
in American history that is not
told enough," Otsuka said.
Otsuka began her writing
career at age 30, as she first
worked with art with hopes of
being a painter.
She never thought that her
book would make it on the
Los Angeles Times bestseller's
list.
"I was very happy with the
turnout," Otsuka said.

When she read aloud, she
spoke with a soft tone while
recounting a time many are
unaware of.
"I was surprised at how
many young people didn't
know what happened to Jap
anese-Americans,"
Otsuka
said.
She did not write the novel
with the intention of making a
political st atement. Members
of her family were sent to the

cpmps. The young girl was in
spired by her mother, but for
the majority ofthe book, it was
"loosely re lated to [my] fam
ily," Otsuka said.
Otsuka
began
writing
the novel when "images of
war started to appear in my
psyche," she said.
As an intuitive writer, Otsu
ka "tried to imagine [herself]
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By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

Scholarships offered to science, technology, engineering, mathematics majors

At its Nov 16. meeting, the
Student Government Asso
ciation (SGA) announced on
the increase of the mandato
ry student fee to $150,which
was implemented earlier this
year to offset recession-driv
en budget cuts and it doubles
the current $75 fee on Nov.
16.
This decision came after
the ongoing financial woes
affliciting Georgia colleges
and steps taken to combat
them.
It is scheduled to expire on
June 30, 2012, by which it is
expected to havesuccessfully
offset the new financialcuts.
AASU along with univer
sities throughout the state
have faced budget cuts as
a result of the current eco
nomic climate and recently
implemented
mandatory
furlough days for all univer
sity employees throughout
the course of the year.

AASU receives National Science Foudation grant for 11th straight year

SGA! P AGE 2

Campus Briefs
In 2006, AASU sent three teams
of students to compete in the
American Collegiate Moot Court
Association Southeast Regional
Tournament Nov. 13 and Hat
the University of Tampa.

University police
break up domestic
disturbance

CRIME! P AGE 2

Correction: Nov. 12
International Week photos
were taken by Muona Malola.

Regional Moot Court
Tournament

HOLA | PAGE 2

At 9:30 a.m. on Nov. 10,
Sgt. Gorman ofthe Universi
ty Police Department (UPD)
received a call regarding do
mestic trouble at the gradu
ate office in Victor Hall.
He was advised by the dis
patcher that the male in the
relationship was en route to
the workplace of the female.
Upon arriving at the
scene, Gorman met with
the woman who called the
police, and she told Gorman
that her husband had called
her and threatened her, in
cluding the words, "I want
you to come outside," while
he was at her office.
The woman's husband
was present at the scene
when Gorman arrived, but
left suddenly after he got

Check Inside

By Kylie Horn
Staff Reporter

The National Science
Foundation (NSF) awarded
scholarships for science,
technology, engineering,
and mathematics majors
(S-STEM) fields on Nov.
11.
"[This is a] part of our
individual effort to bring
more people into STEM to
make the U.S. more com
petitive," said Dr. Ray
Greenlaw, professor of
computer science.
NSF controls the amount
of money given to colleges
each year for their STEM
and Computer Science, En
gineering,
Mathematics,
and Science (CSEMS) pro
grams.
AASU is heading toward
their 11th straight year of
receiving the grant-it in
creases yearly from the
NSF.

The chancellor of NSF They have one leg in the considered for acceptation.
If admitted, the students
informed AASU that they real world and one in acawere granted $393,000; demia," said Chris Miller, will have the benefit of a d
the most amount of mon founder and CEO of I llumi- visement and tutoring to
ey given to a division two nomics and founder of "The support the students, as
Creative Coast Alliance." well as work toward build
school in Georgia.
AASU plans to award "The reason for failure is [a ing their education, which
lack of] directly correlates with a
$100,000
financial
student's GPA.
for
the
literacy."
"We have a good team.
2 0 0 9 Senior
The
main reason to this
2 0 1 0
and
biol
is
to
benefit students and
school
ogy
major
because
we care about our
year.
A
m
a
r
a
country
getting high tech
"What
J
a
c
o
b
s
jobs,"
Greenlaw
said.
ever the
received
The
money
granted
to
financial
the
students
may
be
used
a
grant
to
further
support
need is we can award up
to that amount," Greenlaw her education. As a college at their own will, as long
student, Jacobs spent her as it pertains to benefitting
said.
Each student is grant first three years of school themselves and their edu
cation; for example, gro
ed up to $10,000 annu working.
"I can focus totally on ceries, books or supplies.
ally from the scholarships.
"I've met students who
AASU has offered these school which is really
scholarships to nearly 150 healthy," Jacobs said. "My [have to choose] to eat or
grades have improved dra to buy a book," Greenlaw
students.
said.
"Students have jobs in matically."
The program requires
school and it distracts
them from getting smarter. a 2.7 or higher GPA to be

"I can focus totally on school
which is really healthy,"
Jacobs said. "My grades have
improved dramatically."

The tournament focuses on
the debate 2009 U.S. Supreme
Court Case of State of Olympus
v.William DeNolf Jr. In that
case, the nation's top court
was asked to interpret two of
the Constitution's liberties,
the Fourth Amendment's
right to reasonable searches
and the Eighth Amendment's
prohibition of cruel and unusual
punishment.

Sign language course offered

The Department of
Communication Sciences and
Disorders is offering a three-hour
credit course in American Sign
Language in the spring semester
No prerequisites needed.
This is the first class of its
kind offered to students as an
academic credit course at AASU.
On page 220 of the
Undergraduate Catalog, the
description of the course includes
the history and culture of the
Deaf community, body language,
facial expressions, and grammar
with an emphasis on developing
answer and question skills.
For more information, contact
Dr. Stan Cooke, interim program
director of communication
sciences and disorders, at Stan.
Cooke@armstrong.edu.

Page 2 | News

Nov. 19: Gulfstream Student Leadership Program in the Armstrong Center 103 from 8 a.m.-noon
Nov. 21: 26th Annual AASU Student Math Bowl in University Hall 156 from 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Nov. 23: SGA meeting in Solms Hall 108 from noon-i p.m.

NEWS
BUDGET | FROM PAGE 1
offset the price of running
the different programs.
The Campus Union Board
sponsors shows and ticket
sales bring about $10,000;
The Inkwell brings in about
$15,000 through advertising
for local businesses; and the
Masquers brings in $11,500.
The $36,500 brought in
by the three organizations
brings the total student ac
tivities budget to $561,460.
Students at AASU pay
$389 to use the resources
available on campus. In ad
dition to the $44 student ac
tivities fee, students also pay
$15 for the access card, $137
athletics fee, $13 health fee,
$43 recreational fee, $90
student center-facility fee
and the $47 technology fee.
"People complain about
the number of fees, but to be
honest, AASU is one of the
most affordable universities
around," said Christie Middleton, budget coordinator.
"What it comes down to is
basically, we have to keep
the lights on and the profes
sor in class."
Comparatively, AASU has
a lower fee rate than other
University System of Geor
gia schools. Georgia South
ern University students pay
$622 in fees and Valdosta

Nov. 25-27: Thanksgiving break for students, faculty and staff

2009 student fees

Alpha Sigma Tau soror
ity hosted its first "Heel-AThon" to raise money for St.
Jude Children's Research
Hospital on Nov, 14.
Philanthropy coordinator
Brittany Pritchard said it was
a joint idea between Presi
dent Kayla Norris and soror
ity member Sarah Hodges.
"We all went out to dinner
one night. They already had
the idea from watching the
'The Real Housewives of At
lanta'," Pritchard said.
Registration took place in
Shearouse Plaza, where par
ticipants signed in and paid a
$3 entry fee. However, Nor
ris said extra donations were
greatly appreciated.
Both Pritchard and Norris
said it would be funny to see
men race and brought extra
heels just in case.
And as luck would have it,
all but one of the participants

SGA | FROM PAGE 1
Other financial policies ap 
proved by the USG rep orted
at the meeting included some
833 staff positions in colleges
throughout the state and an
additional 9.5 percent cut in
the AASU budget.
Other news included SGA
begining preliminary prepa
rations for the upcoming SGA
elections, which will take place
in the spring semester.
The SGA voted to approve
an updated setof election rules
and regulations.
Among the rules for running
for student government are no
candidate may campaign for
more than one seat and cam-

Campus Life

Reported by Ariana Miskin
Staff Reporter

"Do you think students should have the option to park any
where on campus, as long as they have a decal and why?"
Valdosta State

Student ID

$15

n/a

$10

Athletic

$137

$146

$116

Health

$13

$86

$127*

Recreational

$43

$142**

n/a

Student Center

$90

n/a

$100

Technology

$47

$100

$48

Activity Fee

$44

$98

$134

Transportation

n/a

$50

$120***

Total

$389

$622

$655

."Yes, because it's more convenient
for students."
Dreka Webster, rehabilitation sciences,
junior

"I have no clue. I have no thought on
that."
Jeffrey Robinson, computer science and
math, senior

T
JJw

* Combines Recreation Activity Center Fee ($30) an Recreation Activity Center Expansion Fee ($112)
'* Includes $ 100 for parking deck fees

State University students revenue that students sup
pay $655.
ply is the cost of housing.
The price of the separate Students pay anywhere from
fees adds up substantially $1,000 to $3,077 per semes
to pay for the services re ter, depending on room sizes
quired. For the 2009-2010 and the type of housing.
budget year, the student ac
Money paid by the stu
tivities fee totals $718,454; dents for the residential fee
the recreational fee totals goes directly to the housing
$586,000, and the athletics department and is used to
fee totals $2,277,847.
keep the apartments run
This does not include the ning.
mandatory fee the Board of
"We're an auxiliary, so
Regents passed last spring, basically all the money we
which adds $75 to AASU bring in for the rents of the
fees and is set to increase to apartments is what we use
$150.
to be self-sustaining so we
Another major source of don't take any money from

was male.
Senior Wesley Colson said
he wanted to come out and
support their philanthropy.
"It's a great way to donate
money to St. Jude," Colson
said.
It did not take much for ju
nior Reese Shellman to par
ticipate, who did not mind
wearing heels.
"I happen to like wearing
heels; they make me feel tall
and masculine," Shellman
said. " I called this morning
and Janie said they were put
ting on heels and running
and invited me to come. I
said sure."
The race started next to the
MCC Annex building (CIS)
and ended in the Interna
tional Garden, where senior
Josh Felice won by a heel.
Prizes were given to the
first three high-heeled racers
who crossed the finish line
and included items related to
feet.
After the race, many were

paign materials may not be
nailed to trees or buildings on
campus.
No candidate is to destroy
or remove another candidate's
campaign material posted on
campus, and no candidate is
to spread awareness of the
candidacy through the use of
sidewalk chalk.
The schedule of the spring
election begins with the can
didate application deadline,
which is 5 p.m. on Feb. 5,
2010.
The candidates will also
hold a candidates meeting on
Feb. 10 at noon in the Science
Center Room 145.
The election itself is sched

Do you take awesome photos?
Wanna get paid for'em?

CRIME | FROM PAGE 1
there.
When talking with Gor
man, the husband admitted
that he and the victim were
having marital problems
and that he had pushed her
in the past.
He said that the only rea
son he was there at that
time was. to get his wife to
accompany him to the doc-

E-mai|BSSSEHBiai

state allocations or student
fees or anything like that to
pay for the housing. It pays
for itself," said Corey Reedy,
director of the department
of housing.
The housing money totals
$3,980,730 and is used to
pay for maintenance, elec
tricity, high-speed internet,
furniture, renovation, paint
ing, staffing and utilities in
the apartments.
"It's self-sustaining so we
don't have to tap into any
other university resources
or anything like that," Reedy
said.
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"Yes, because there is not enough
parking spaces for students and
there are a lot of teacher parking
spaces that they don't use."
Andre Johnson, fine arts,
sophomore

Otk

1.

"Heck yes! Because sometimes you
can be running late for class and it's
just easier."
Kimberly Brown, pre-radiological
sciences, sophomore

Get more opinions at www.theinkwellonline.com

Six by Six

Six students answer in six words.

"How do you save gas?"
tor to get some medical re
cords for their daughter and
that he did not threaten her.
Gorman, lacking probable
cause for an arrest, let him go,
after getting him to promise
not to return to the property
unless it was work related.
Gorman informed the vic
tim of her legal options and
then left the scene.

"I walk to places close by."
Maria Del Mar, fine arts,
sophomore

"Dang, I don't have a car!"
Moriah Butler, communicative disorders,
sophomore

"I take carpools and public transport."
Michael Stokes, undeclared,
sophomore

"Go buy a bicycle from Wal-Mart."
Domino Major, psychology,
freshman

"I don't drive at all now."
larius Walker, computer science,
freshman

"Buy yourself some brand new shoes."
Nikky Olubgjo, physical therapy,
freshman

Do you agree? Or are they way off? Visit www.theinkwellonline and click the
Campus Life tab, then weigh in with your opinion on this week's topics.

tired and hurt, but Shellman said he felt pretty
good.
"I am a runner and I can
do it in heels. It was amaz
ing. I think it's a great
thing and a lot of fun,"
Shellman said.
Norris said they raised
over a $100 and was
pleased with the event.
"I thought it was a good
turnout for its first time
and hopefully over the
years it will grow. But it
was fun," Norris said.

HOLAI FROM PAGE 1
students from HOLA to come
and enrich the Spanish adap
tation of the play by providing
personal input about the play's
linguistic adaptations and mu
sic selection.
Green also said that aidingin
the production process by t he
teaching Spanish or dancing to
the actors would count as com
munity service.
The next guest speaker was
Cindy Hendry, a registered
nurse from Memorial Health.
As a prenatal outreach coor
dinator, Hendry discussed the
work that students could do
by helping out in the Prenatal
Outreach Program.
She described their work,
which involves educating and
providing healthcare for new
moms and their newborns.
"[We are] committed to pro
viding better healthcare for
moms and babies," Hendry
said.
She said that the Hispanic
community is statistically un
insured and uneducated on the
subject of prenatal care.
Hendry also said that she
hoped to enlist the help of
Spanish students in HOLA to
work as translators in the Pre
natal Outreach Program so
they can communicate with
patients.
She said that it helps to have

uled to begin on March 9 at
9 a.m.and will officially end
at 9 a.m. on March 11.
All voting will take place
online and theelections preliminaiy results will posted
the same day at noon in the
SGA office.
Following this , the elec
tion results will be officially
certified, bar any candidate
challenge of th e results, on
March 12 at noon.
The next SGA meeting
is Nov. 23 in Solms Hall
Room 108 from noon-i
p.m.

AUTHOR | FROM PAGE 1

THE INKWELL INKWELL

Whether it's crazy action shots at a Lady Pirates' basketball
game or coverage of the latest AASU construction project, we
need excited/personable staff photographers.*

Where we ask
you what you think.

Voices|on Campus

Armstrong Atlantic State Georgia Southern

(Excludes USG Mandatory Fee)

Alpha Sigma Tau raises money for St.Jude Children's
Research Hospital through "Heel-A-Thon"
By Carmen Singleton
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

Week of November 19,2009

The Inkwell

Build your writing portfolio.

as that character and follow
their story." She took her time
instead of rushing the process
to get her novel published.
"I looked up and 5and a half
years of my life passed, and I
was done," she said.
One of th e most admirably
talked about parts of "When
the Emperor Was Divine" is
the symbolism of permanent
change in the character's live
and culture.
Symbols such as the color
red and the whitedog at thebe
gining were not planned, but

Get involved. Get published.
E-mail chief.inkwell@gmail.com

*To get paid for photos by The Inkwell, you must be staff on assignment. Unsolicited submissions are accepted but unpaid.

The Inkwell is hiring editors for spring 2010
The layout and sports positions on the editorial board are open for the spring. Apply for these positions by
Monday, Nov. 23. Curious what the positions entail? Check our back page for more information.
Also, the business manager position is open for immediate application; again, for more information, check the
back page.
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Cindy Hendry, Prenatal Outreach Coordinatpr, answers questions from
students at the HOLA Lunch & Learn on Nov. 11.

someone that a patient can
communicate with because it
makes them more comfort
able.
For more information on
AWOL and Memorial Health,
visit www.awolinc.org or call
Cindy Hendry at 912-3508022.

HOLA President Marco
Tapia said HOLA holds Lunch
& Learns every month in an ef
fort to help and educate Latino
students.
"The goal of HOLA is to help
us to grow and become suc
cessful later in life,"Tapia said.

Otsuka said they came"from a
place deep in me that I am not
conscience of."
The masterminds behind
choosing the bookand hosting
the reading from Otsuka were
the Freshman Year Experience
team (FYE), which consists of
Professor Bonnie Emerick, Dr.
Jane Rago and Professor Mary
Anne Brock.
They had an aim toward a
read that would appeal to sev
eral-different disciplines.
"Someone from every single
department was key in this,"
Rago said.

Otsuka has a new novel in
progress, which is currently
unnamed and does not have a
publishing date.
It tells a story of mail-order
brides from Japan to America,
which encompasses another
struggle faced by Japanese
women.
Otsuka's words are inspiring
to Emerick.
[She speaks the] kind of
content [people] would prefer
not to discuss," Emerick said,
[She] doesn't speak for her
characters, she speaks with
them."

The Inkwell

Week of November 19,2009

EDITORIALS
& OPINIONS

The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

Why it matters

'When you fail to prepare..

Fee-nomenal

By Luke Farmer
Web Editor

Earlier this week the SGA
discussed the 100 percent in
crease in the $75 feeevery stu
dent must pay, pushingit upto
$150. On Tuesday the Boardof
Regents approved the fee in
crease, as wellas the extra two
percent they are cutting from
all university budgets.
Roughly, that's an extra
$41 million that has just dis
appeared from state institu
tions, all while in the last year
enrollment increased at least
five percent, or 30,000 stu
dents, state wide. Again this is
another case of potentially di
minishing the quality of your
education while raising the
costs.
These new fee increases,
when put against the state's
budget cuts, won't solve the
financial situation. The state
needs to reassess its priorities
and direct more of its funding
to maintaining and expanding
its quality higher-education
system.
Thankfully the USG banned
all fee increases until fiscal
year 2011, and said they would
phase out the fee increase in
2012. Of course, they said in
August of this year that they
wouldn't raise fees anymore
and that they'd only cut six
percent of the budget—believe
them if you will, I'll wait and
see what they're saying anoth
er three months from now.
Naturally, there is a big ex
ception to this rule. No new

Editorials & Opinions | Page 3

How students achieve balance between classwork and extracurriculars
The Inkwell Editorial Board

fees or charges on students...
except for "fees for public/
private venture projects, such
as residence halls, student-fi
nanced recreation centers and
other facilities with a revenue
stream or fees required under
extraordinary circumstances
and with significant student
support." So things likethe 90
bucks we have to pony-up fora
student center many of us will
never see and that we might
not really need? A-Ok.
Schools are still at liberty
to charge whatever they want
for effectively any reason, and
the plethora of fees we all pay
can never (as high as they may
seem) be enough to pay down
the • massive projects AASU
likes to undertake. We pay
for a fraction; the school uses
some state funds and a few
private donations, and takes
the lion's share on as debt. Es
sentially, they use us (a reve
nue stream) to finance the rest
of the project.
So the school and the USG
are cutting themselves into
mediocrity, because qual
ity doesn't come cheap. There
will be fewer professors and
the most qualified will go
on to better jobs elsewhere.
There will be more students,
less space, fewer resources, a
state government that doesn't
seem to care and a university
that wants new dorms before
it wants buildings whose roofs
don't leak and enough profes
sors to maintain functioning
departments.

The fifteen minutes before
class are perhaps the most
revealing moments most stu
dents spend in a classroom.
Conversations during this
time inevitably swing to
ward the class itself—one
student looks at a second
and nervously asks, "Do
you know what we're
going over today?"
The second student
smiles and shrugs
their
shoulders.
"I don't know; I
didn't have time
to do the reading
last night."
"Me
nei
ther," says the
first student,
launching
into a tenminute tale
of woe that
details the
unfortu
nate se
ries
of
events
which
occurred
during
the pre
vious 24
hours and
ruined their
attempts at
studying. The
second
stu
dent nods and
responds in kind.
Together, they've made
an interesting revelationnobody's doing the reading
for this class.
In walks the professor,
who sets today's notes down
on the podium and calls at
tendance. "Today," says the
professor, "we'll be going
over the reading from last
night, pages 107-123." The
professor then begins going
over the themes and impor
tant terms from the previous
night's reading. For our two
unprepared students, this
is perfect. They skipped the
reading, but obviously didn't
miss anything important: the
professor is going over all the
important things in class.

Luke Farmer's views are his own and do not necessarily
represent those of The Inkwell Editorial Board.

THE INKWELL

student have 24 hours a week
to spare? This is where basic
math becomes extremely
useful. It is safe to assume
that there are 24 hours in a
day and seven days in a week.
Assuming that the average
student gets 8 hours of sleep
a night, this leaves 16 hours a
day (or 112 hours in a week)
to play with. To make sure
that this hypothetical student
doesn't go completely crazy,
we are also granting them
one day off per week. This
leaves 96 hours—16 hours
spread across six days—for
the student to actually, ac
complish things.
We know that the student
in question is taking 12 credit
hours, and thus spends 12
hours a week in class. For
the sake of this example,
we'll also assume a one-hour
round-trip commute to each
individual class (eight hours
per week), meaning that the
student spends roughly 20
hours per week on classwork.
This leaves the student with
76 hours outside of class to
do homework.
In fairness, a great many
AASU students have fulltime jobs outside of th e uni
versity. While jobs can take
up a lot oftime, even a person
who works eight hours a day,
five days a week, with a onehour round-trip commute,
will be left with 31 hours a
week—seven hours more
than needed to accomplish
the recommended amount of
homework.
"We'll be going over the
reading from last night."

We've established that a
student who works 40 hours
a week and takes 12 credit
hours should, in theory, have
enough time to do readings
outside of class. Now comes
the tougher question—if it's
not a question of time, why
aren't students doing the
readings before class?
There's reason to believe
that the answer lies with the
professors themselves. Many
professors assign readings
before
the material is taught
"I didn't have time to do the
in
class.
In theory, this en
reading last night."
courages students to do the
When most students ne reading beforehand, so they
glect to do the readings be may come to class prepared
fore class, this is the excuse with questions that will so
they revert to first. They lidify their understanding of
simply didn't have time. In the topic.
The thing is, most profes
a way, they have a point. The
sors
go over all the important
majority of AASU students
things
in class. Some profes
are members of the iGenerasors
literally
read aloud the
tion, and between classwork,
text
which
students
were
sports, families, jobs, video
supposed
to
have
read;
other
games, the internet, televi
sion and obliterating one's professors will abbreviate
short-term memory, there's the assigned reading, giv
a lot of r easons to put home ing more easily understood
notes that the students can
work on the back burner.
then
study from. In either
The argument against this
instance,
the student gains
is very simple—those fentheir
understanding
of the
rolled in school should be
material
by
paying
attention
treating school as a full-time
job. Assuming that the aver in class, reinforcing the idea
age AASU student is enrolled that reading before class is
in twelve credit hours and nothing more than a waste of
that they should be spending time.
The worst part is that these
two hours preparing outside
attitudes
are often reinforced
of class for every hour that
on
test
scores.
Many profes
they are in class, it's fair to
sors
design
their
tests around
say that an AASU student
the
material
presented
in
should be spending 24 hours
class.
This
means
that
any
outside of class each week on
one who has paid attention
homework.
Does the average AASU in class will be in good posi
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tion to pass major exams. A
significant percentage of the
final grade in most classes
comes from exam scores.
Thus, it's easy to assume that
students can get very good
grades simply by studying
the notes they take in class—
and, if that's the case, why do
the reading?
The importance of preparation

For all the students who
ignore the readings, there's
just as significant a percent
age of t he student body that
diligently does the reading
before every class period. It's
important to recognize these
people for their hard work.
It's also important to recog
nize that, in most cases, these
people are the standardbearers in their respective
classes, and generally are far
more successful than their
unprepared classmates.
Alas, their unprepared
classmates are still passing
classes. If students failed
courses for blowing off the
assigned readings, this edito
rial would never get written;
the problem would take care
of itself.
Part of the problem can
be traced to professors, who
don't put enough of an em
phasis on the assigned read
ings. Some professors have
tried different techniques to
force students into doing the
readings. One technique is to
have random "comprehen
sion quizzes" at the begin
ning of some class periods, as
a way to check that students
have done the reading before
class. Other classes require
students to submit a writ
ten response to the assigned
readings at the beginning of
class.
Both of these techniques
can work, but must carry
significant impact on final
grades. Oftentimes, profes
sors only weigh these assign
ments as five to ten percent
of a student's final grade, a
percentage that most stu
dents perceive as negligible.
And this brings us to the sec
ond part of the problem—the
students, who have fallen
into habits that they have no
reason to break.
It's an interesting paradox,
and it's tough to outline a so
lution because of how deeply
the problem runs. Many stu
dents who don't do the read
ings for college courses didn't
do the readings for their high
school courses and didn't see
any serious repercussions.
Teachers, who either didn't
force them to read before
class or weren't bothered
when the readings didn't get
done, egged them on.
It's not the sort of problem
that can be fixed overnight.
Rather, it must be fixed one
teacher and one student at a
time. The students, by tak
ing pride in their work; the
teachers, by refusing to al
low students to just scrape
by. The alternative is clear:
a generation that calls itself
"college-educated," but never
progressed past Procrastina
tion 1001.
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Nov. 20: Volleyball vs. Lincoln Memorial @ NCAA Division II Volleyball Tournament 12 p.m.
Women's basketball at Nova Southeastern 7:30 p.m. @ Nova Southeastern Tip-Off in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Nov. 21: Women's basketball at Barry 2 p.m. @ Nova Southeastern Tip-Off in Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Men's basketball vs. Brewton Parker 4 p.m. .
Nov. 25: Women's basketball at Newberry 6 p.m.

Historic season comes to close for Pirates soccer in second round of regional tournament play

No. 18 CSU upends No.14 AASU, 4-2,
in
the NCAA Southeast Regional
Courtesy of
n

a.

r

Sports Communications

COLUMBUS, Ga. - Kate
Walton's comer kick header
just 1:13 after halftimesnapped
a 2-2 tie and propelled theNo.
18-ranked Columbus State
University (CSU) Cougars to a
4-2 victory over No. 14 AASU
in the 2009 NCAA Division
II Southeast Regional at the
Walden Soccer Complex in
Columbus, Ga., on Nov. 15.
CSU (16-2-3) advances to
the Southeast Region final on
Nov. 20, meeting topseed Carson-Newman College - a 1-0
winner over Tusculum College
— in Jefferson City, Tenn.
The Pirates(16-4-3) see their
2009 season come toa close in
the NCAA's second round af
ter picking u p their first-ever
NCAA victory on Nov. 13 with
a 5-0 win over Belmont Abbey
College.
The Cougars took an early
1-0 lead on a short corner
kick in the eighth minute. Jill
Walthall played the comer to
Kayla Brown, who served the
ball into the box to an open
Gina Goforth, who converted
for her 13th goaj of the sea
son.
The Pirates struck back to
take a 2-1 lead with a pair of
goals within two minutes of
each other. Freshman Kristina Pascutti dribbled in on
the left side, crossed a ball
which deflected off a CSU de
fender back to her, and fired a
shot that beat the keeper Kelly
Nimmo in the 15th minute for
her eighth tally of the season.
Another deflection off the
CSU d efense resulted in the
second Pirate goal with soph
omore Erin Holt taking the
failed clearance from the top
of the box, scoring her fifth
goal of the year.
The score remained 2-1until
the final moments of the first
half. A free kick in the 43rd
minute resulted in aloose ball
at the top of the box, where
Kelsey Bass volleyed it home

^

to tie things up
at 2-2 heading
into intermis
sion.
The Pirates
outshot
the
Cougars, 6-3,
in the first half,
as
Nimmo
made a pair of
saves for CSU.
Just
af
ter halftime,
the
Walton
goal gave the
Cougars back
the lead, and
then a key ex
change in the
62nd minute
cemented the
CSU victory.
Pascutti got
in behind the
Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
defense, and a Kristina Pascutti goes to turn with the ball at her feet,
diving Nimmo so that she can move up ^against Columbus State
blocked her Qp N ov. 15.
shot, the re
Pirates in 69 minutes of ac
sulting counterattack saw Me- tion, while substitute goal
linda Bush beat two defenders keeper Meghan Mayville
for the match-clinching tally. made a save in just over 21
Pascutti had seven shots on minutes of action.
and one goal, to lead the Pi
The match was the final
rates. Gina Goforth had a trio for three seniors - Kristin
of shots , including a goal, for Burton, Kayley Ralton and
the Cougars.
Sam Held. Burton finishes
The Pirates outshot the Cou her career as the seventhgars, 14-11, while Columbus leading goal scorer in NCAA
State enjoyed a 10-6 edge in Division I I history with 95
comer kicks. Nimmo made 10 goals, as well as t he Peach
saves in the match, including Belt Conference's all-time
eight inthe second half.Mitch leader in goals, assists and
ell made a pair of savesfor the points scored.
Match results for Nov. 15 NCAA Tournament round two

4
15

Shots

11

12

Shots on Goal

8

6

Corners

10

9

Fouls

9

CSU def. AASU 4-2

Vs.

Kristin Burton named ESPN: The Magazine/
CoSIDA First-Team Academic Ail-American
Courtesy of
Sports Communications

AASU senior forward Kristin
Burton has been named to the
ESPN: The Magazine/CoSIDA
Women's Soccer Academic AllAmerican first team, released
Nov. 17. A third-team honoree
in 2007 and 2008, Burton is
the first three-time Academic
All-American honoree inAASU
Athletics history.
Burton carries a 3.68 GPA
in physical therapy and has
achieved almost every con
ceivable record for the AASU
women's soccer squad in her
four years as a Pirate.
She is a three-time Peach Belt
Conference (PBC) Player of the
Year, she finished her career
as the PBC's all-time leader in
goals, assists and points, while
also ranking seventh all-time
in goals scored and points.
This season, Burton led the
PBC and ranks third in NCAA
Division I I in goals p er game
(3.30) and points per game
(1.348). Her 31goals are a new
single-season record at AASU
and her 76 points are a new
AASU and PBC single-season
record. In her four seasons,
she hastallied 95 goals and 225
points.
She is only the third AASU
student-athlete to earn firstteam ESPN: The Magazine/
CoSIDA Academic All-American honors, joining Michael
Pelley (2004, baseball) and
Iuliia Stupak (2008, women's
tennis) and is the only AASU
student-athlete to earn mul
tiple Academic All-American
honors as awarded by ESPN

Pirates cruise to first NCAA Tournament win,
5-0, against Crusaders
By Luke Armstrong
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

With a huge 5-0 win over
Belmont Abby College, the
AASU Pirates soccer program
picked u p the first NCAA Di 
vision Tournament victory for
the program on Nov. 13 in Co
lumbus, Ga.
Coming in as the No. 3 seed
in the tournament, the Pirates
were able to make sure their
offense generated numerous
chances on goal, and the AASU
defense kept No. 6 seeded Bel
mont Abby from even getting
close to AASLPs th ird of the
field for the majority of the
match.
In the end it was a totally
lopsided victory; Pirate start
ing keeper Tracey Mitchell
didn't have to make a single
save to collect a shutout in her
67 minutes worth of action a s
Belmont Abby didn't get a shot
off until 35 minutes to goin the
game - the shot went wide of
the net.
On the other side of the ball,
AASU did what theyhave done
most of the season, which is
take a plethora of sh ots at the
goals.
The cold weather and semiwet field conditions did littleto
slow down the AASU offense.
Pirate head coach Eric Faulconer said the team came out
and practiced the previouseve
ning and knew it was "a slick
field and the hall skipped, so we
knew we were going to have to
The Pirates really took it to
the Crusaders. For the game,
the Pirates took 21 shots total,
12 of them on goal and scoring
five goals in all.
In the first half, Belmont
Abby was able to keep up
enough tomake thematch look
as though it was going to be
tightly contested throughout.
Faulconer was rather proud
of h is team despite not being
able to convert on the chances
that they had in the first half.

Photo by Hank Sharpe
Kristin Burton blasts in a shot to the wide open side of the net past a diving
Kelsey Lovell on Nov. 13.

"They played really well and
got off to a quick start. They
had some early chances, but
just didn't finish," he said.
With just under five minutes
to go before half time, AASU
scored the first goal of the
match. Thegoal came off a free
kick set up by Erin O'Rourke.
She placed th e kick to the far
post of the goal finding Morgan
Mitchell, who put a head on it
to give t he Pirates their only
goal of the first half.
Coming out of halftime, t he
Pirates head coach wanted his
team to get better results with
the chances that they had in
the first.
"I wanted more movement
out on the field, so I moved out
front runners forward in order
to create more chances," Faulconer said.
In the second half, the Pi-

rates put any questions about
the game to rest as they scored
two early goals that were just
three minutes apart.
Kristin Burton beat Belmont
Abby keeper Kelsey Lovell
thanks to a perfectly placed
through ball by Morgan Mitch
ell in the 48th minute. Then in
the 51st, Kristina Passcutti bur
ied a one-on-one chance that
she had with the keeper.
And just for some added in
surance, the Pirates scored two
more goals in the match. In the
62nd minute, Burton got her
second goal of the match off
a rebound from a shot by Ka
tie Jesser; in the 79th minute,
Bjorg Magnea Olafs capped off
the scoring whenshe put in the
shot into the box from a cross
by Erin Holt.

Match results for Nov. 13 NCAA Tournament round one
AASU def. Belmont Abby 5-0

Vs.

%

21

Shots

12

Shots on Goal

2

2

Corners

1

8

Fouls

7

4

Wingate spoils Jeremy Luther s debut as Pirate head coach, 94-77
AASU starts out season with loss for the first time since 2002
Release Courtesy of
Wingate Sports Information

narrowly missed a double
double with 10 points and
WINGATE, N.C. - Win a team-best nine rebounds
gate University freshman off the bench.
forward Quan Alexander
For the visiting AASU Pi
(Charlotte, N.C.) scored 21 rates, senior guard Patrick
points in his collegiate de Shokpeka (Lawrenceville,
but, leading the Bulldogs to Ga.) topped the charts with
a 94-77 victory over AASU career highs of 21 points
on Nov. 15 in Cuddy Arena. and 12 rebounds, connect
The contest was the season ing on seven-of-13 field
opener for both teams.
goals. Classmate Gabriel
Alexander hit,seven-of-i2 Robinson (Augusta, Ga.)
File Photo field goals and grabbed sev posted 15 points and four
Kristin Burton earns yet another
en rebounds to fill out his assists. Robinson hit sevhonor for her career at AASU both
statistics ledger. Classmate en-of-eight shots from the
on the field and in t he class room.
Paidrick Matilus (Boyn- floor. The seven remaining
and CoSIDA.
ton Beach, Fla.) added 16 Pirates hit only i7-of-49 at
Burton was also honored as points on five-of-seven tempts from the field (34.7
the Southeast Region Player of shooting, while senior Lar percent).
the Year on Nov. 17, as awarded ry Staley (Charlotte, N.C.)
Wingate bolted to a 46by Daktronics and CoSIDA.
The Ocala, Fla., native was
oneoftwo AASU players named
on the first team All-Southeast
Region team, joining freshman
midfielder Morgan Mitchell.
The Southeast Region Play Turnovers play critical role in AASU loss
er of the Year as a freshman
Release Courtesy of
in 2006, Burton will advance Limestone Athletics
bounds. Maria Young (Wit
to the national ballot, along
GAFFNEY, S.C. - The tier, NC) also chipped in 16
with Mitchell, for possible All- Limestone College women's points. Lauren Pace (SuAmerican honor s. Burton is a basketball team defeated wanee, Ga.) had a gametwo-time All-American honor AASU 8 2-76 on Nov. 15 at high six assists.
ee by Daktronics and CoSIDA, the Timken Center. The
Lauren Hall (Detroit,
earning third team honors in Lady Saints open their sea Mich.), who had a game2007 and honorable mention son with a 1-0 record while high 20 points on 8-10
honors in 2008.
the Lady Pirates stand at shooting, led AASU. Brooke
Burton and theNo.14-ranked 0-1.
Long (Richmond, Va.) con
Pirates finished the 2009 sea
Tia Williams (Dacula, tributed 13 points and Darson witha 16-4-3'overall record Ga.) led the Lady Saints tayvia Thomas (Augusta,
and the program's first-ever with 18 points on 5-11 Ga.) and Portia Jones (Sa
PBC tournament title and first- shooting. Whitney Todd vannah, Ga.) each had 10
ever win in the NCAA Division (New Albany, Ind.) had points.
II Soccer Championships.
16 points and posted 7 re
The game was competi

36 lead at halftime, thanks The Bulldogs would lead by
to the Bulldog bench out- as many as 24 points down
scoring the Pirate reserves the stretch.
20-4. In the first half, the
Wingate shot exactly
score was tied seven times 50 percent from the floor
and the lead changed hands (32-of-64) with a lineup
five times. Alexander led consisting of five fresh
the hosts with nine first half men, five sophomores and
markers. Nine Bulldogs hit two seniors. The Bulldogs
the scoring column before out rebounded the swash
intermission.
buckling Pirates 48-36,
The Pirates scored the thanks to the nine boards
first six points of the sec from Staley.
ond frame to cut the deficit
The Pirates continue
to 46-42. The Peach Belt their N.C. tour, dropping
Conference visitors would by the state capitol to face
get'no closer, as Wingate Saint Augustine's College
answered with a 10-0 run on Nov. 17 at 7:30 p.m.
to push the margin back to
56-42 on a three-pointer by
Matilus at the 15:17 mark.

Limestone edges Lady Pirates, 82-76, in season opener
tive from the start, and 65) from the field and 8-18
neither team held more on three-pointers.
than a 10-point advantage
Limestone had a big ad
during the contest. Turn vantage on free throws as it
overs played a big part in made 22 of its 34 attempts,
the outcome as Limestone compared to only 10 of 20
had 24 points off 17 AASU for AASU. The Lady Saints
turnovers. The Lady Pi also had a 47*37 edge in re
rates ended up^with only 10 bounding.
points off Limestone's 17
AASU will travel to the
turnovers.
Nova Southeastern Invita
The Lady Saints shot 40 tional to play Nova South
percent from the field (25- eastern University on Nov.
63), including 10-25 from 20 at 7:30 p.m.
three-point range, while
AASU shot 45 percent (29-
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Flagler downs AASU, 3-0, in PBC finals
Kc,easo Courtesy °fthe
Peach Belt Conference

AIKEN, S.C. - Three
Saints reached double-digit
kill totals as Flagler College
won the 2009 Peach Belt
Conference (PBC) volley
ball tournament with a 3-0
sweep of AASU o n Nov. 15
-Aiken, S.C., part of the
BC-GEICO Championship
Series.
The Saints, in their first
season of play in the PBC,
complete the championship
double-dip after winning
the PBC regular-season ti
tle. Flagler was the top seed
for the tournament and im
proved to 32-8 on the year
with their 25th straight
victory. AASU, the second
seed, falls to 26-9.
Flagler will receive the
PBC's automatic bid to the
NCAA Division II Tourna
ment, which begins next
week. AASU i s in good po
sition for an at-large bid
when the tournament field
is announced following
the wrap up of conference

tournament action around straight points to cut the
the nation.
lead to two. Kathrin StandFlagler swept all three hardinger and Amy Birkof their tournament games meier had kills during the
3-0, becoming the first run, but Flagler answered
championship team to with points from Beale and
sweep three straight match Burkhart. AASU did not get
es since the University of .closer than three points the
North Florida in 2004.
rest of the set.
The Saints hit .244 in the
The second stanza began
match to win. 25-22, 25-18 with back-and-forth action
and 25-23. Meg Weath- that left the score at 13-10
ersby had 13 kills, hitting AASU, following a kill by
•433, and 11 digs to lead the Michele Remlinger. Flagler
Saints while Katie Beale answered with back-toadded 11 k ills and 21 digs. back strikes from Weath
Rachel Stacy, named the ersby and a Pirate error to
tournament Most Valuable tie the match.
Player, had 10 kills and hit
The score was 15-14
.364. Justine Burkhardt AASU when Flagler put the
also reached double-digit set away with six straight
digs with 11 and added nine points, getting kills from
kills.
four different attackers,
Flagler jumped out to an that left the score 20-15
early lead in the first set and the set all but over.
and went up 11-5 on the Pi
The Pirates made a val
rates before the crowd had iant rally in the third and
settled into the convocation led 21-17 in an attempt to
center.
extend the match when Fla
A Weathersby kill made gler tied the match on four
the score 14-7 before straight points.
AASU responded with five
Kathrin Standhardinger

Pirates advance to PBC Championship match with 3-0 win
Release Courtesy of the
Peach Belt Conference

AIKEN, S.C. — The secondseeded AASU Pirates swept
sixth-seeded Lander Univer
sity 3-0 in the semifinals of
the 2009 Peach Belt Conf er
ence (PBC) Tournament in
Aiken on Nov. 14, part of the
PBC-GEICO Championship
Series.
With that win, the 13th in
AASU's last 14 matches, the
Pirates advance to the cham
pionship game on Nov. 15
where they will face top-seed
ed Flagler College. Set scores
were 25-17, 25-22 and 25-18.
The Pirates hit .244 as a
team while holding Lander
to .092. AASU also out-dug
the best digging team in the
league with a 69-61 edge.
Marina Marinova ledthe Pi
rates with 10 kills while Amy
Birkmeier had nine kills while
hitting .316. Kristin Stand
hardinger added six kills, 36
assists and 11digs while Kath
rin Standhardinger had eight
kills while hitting .421.
The Pirates used late runs
in the first two sets to openup
a lead. Tied at 13 in the first,
AASU outscored the Bearcats
12-4 to close out the set, in
cluding scoring the final five
points in a row with the set
winner coming on a service

ace by Kristin Standharding
er.
The second set was nearly
identical but Lander did not
allow the Pirates to pull away
so easily. A ball handling er
ror, one of six call ed on both
teams in the match, pulled
Lander within one at 16-15.
AASU scored four of the next
five points including a pair
of kills from Kristin Stand
hardinger to lead 20-16.
AASU was up 23-18 when
Lander ran off four points in
a row, three of t hem coming
from Pirate attack errors. A
rare delay-of-game penalty
against Lander gave AASU
a 24th point, but Lander an
swered with two more points
to pull to 24-22 before AASU
won the set on a Michele
Remlinger kill.
The Pirates left no doubt

in the third set as they pulled
away early and ran' out to a
15-7 lead thanks to a 7-2 run
keyed by kills from Marinov
and Brendyce Budd. Lander
had their lowest attack per
centage of the match in the
third, hitting -.020 with 11
attack errors.
Lindsey Everhart led the
Bearcats with 12 kills, hitting
.393. Candace LaRocca had
24 assists and 12 digs while
Ashley Ferry led the team
with 16 digs.
AASU will get the chance
to defend their PBC Tourna
ment Championship on Nov.
15. The championship game
appearance with be AASU's
11th in the last 12 years. The
winner of the championship
game receives an automatic
bid to the NCAA Division II
Tournament.

Match results for Nov. 14 PBC Tournament semifinals
AASU def. Lander 3-0 25-17 25-22 >5-18
Individual leaders

Vs.

Marina Marinova -10
Kristin Standhardinger - 36
Casey Howett-16

Kills
Assists
Digs

Students meet the 2009-2010 teams

Lindsey Everhart -12
Candace LaRocca - 24
Ashley Perry -16

Pirates' Plunde
AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more

put AASU up one with a kill,
but the Saints countered
with a kill from Rachel Sta
cy and back-to-back aces
from Becky Hendrian. A kill
from Burkhardt clinched
the championship.
AASU was led by Leia
Pittman who had 10 kills.
Birkmeier, Kathrin Stand
hardinger and Amanda
Jones each had seven kills
for the Pirates. Kristin
Standhardinger added 33
assists and 12 digs while
Casey Howett led the team
with 13 digs.

By I.uke Armstrong
Sports Editor, sports.inkwelI@gmaii.com

AASU Sports Trivia
1.) When was the last time the AASU men's basketball
team lost a season opener?
2.) When was the last time the AASUwomen's basket
ball team lost their season opener?
3.) When was the last time both basketball programs
lost their season openers?
4.) Prior to joining of the PBC, wha t conference was
the AASU men's basketball team a part of?
5.) When was the inaugural season for women's bas
ketball at AASU?

Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

Match results for Nov. 15
Flagler def. AASU
3-0 25-22 25-18
Individual leaders

Vs.
if)
Leia Pittman -10
Kristin Standhardinger - 33
Casey Howett-13

Kills
Assists
Digs

Get involved. Get published.

O

without tallying a kill as three
consecutive attack errors by
AIKEN, S.C. - The No. the Patriots and aball handling
2-seeded and defending error contributed to the run.
tournament
champion
In the second set, FMU
AASU Pirates swept No. trailed 10-4, but rallied to pull
7-seed Francis Marion Uni to within three, 21-18. Ashlee
versity (FMU) 3-0 (25-13, Crook contributed three kills
25-21, 25-22) in the sec to the Patriot rally, but the Pi
ond quarterfinal match of rates withstood the charge for
the 19th Annual Peach Belt the 25-21 win.
Conference (PBC) Volley
The Pirates only held the
ball Championship at the lead four times in the third set,
USC Aiken Convocation but scored four-of-the-last-five
Center on Nov. 13.
points of the set to win 25-22.
AASU (25-8) advances Brendyce Budd recorded backto the semifinals of the to-back kills to break a 22-all
2009 Peach Belt Confer tie.
ence Volleyball Champion 
Budd tallied 11 kills and
ship where they will take hit .381 for the match to lead
on Lander on Nov. 14. The AASU. Kathrin Standharding
semifinal match will be t he er hit .556 for the match with
second of two semifinal 10 kills on 18 errorless swings.
matches on the day with She also added six digs and
the first semifinal set to get three blocks. Marina Marinova
underway at 4 p.m. FMU recorded eightkills and 10digs.
concludes its season with Kristin Standhardinger tallied
an 11-20 record.
39 assists and Amy Birkemeier
The Pirates took the first added four blocks.
set 25-13 an d used a 10-2
Crook led the Patriots with
rim early to take control of 10 kills while Kelsie Deaton
the set. AASU earned the paced the defense with13 digs.
first four points of th e run Jess O'Leary tallied 19 assists.
Match results for Nov. 13 PBC Tournament first round
AASU def. FMU
3-0 25-13 25-21 >5-22
Individual leaders

Photos courtesy of Sports Communications
All t he players from the 2009-2010 women's basketball team greeted every
one on their way into Alumni Arena for Meet the Players Night on Nov. 10.

U "If different fan-oriented contests for Meet the PlayThere were a number of d-fferen «
^
^g
ers Night and to cap off the evening u«
dunk contest for all the fans that came on Nov. 10.

I

Nov. 13

Vs. No. 6 Lincoln Memorial
Last time AASU played them 2008 NCAA Tournament second
round W 3-2
Record as of Nov. 17:22-9
If AASU wins this match they
will face the winner of the No.
2 Flagler vs. No. 7 Lees-McRae
match on Nov. 21.

#"«
Men's Basketball:
Home opener
Nov. 21

Vs. Brewton Parker
Last time AASU played them 2006 W 70-47
Last season's record: 8-22

Women's Basketball:
Nov. 20

Vs.

Brendyce Budd-11
Kristin Standhardinger - 39
Casey Howett -13

Kills
Assists
Digs

Three players tie-3
Jess O'Leary -19
Kelsie Deaton-13

AASU tennis teams begin 2009-10 season ranked No. 1
The two-time defend
ing NCAA Division II na
tional champion AASU
men's
and
women's
tennis teams begin the
2009-10 season ranked
No. 1 in the fall rankings
issued by the Intercolle
giate Tennis Association
(ITA) on Nov. 11.
The Pirates and Lady
Pirates each appear atop
the team rankings in the
only ones to be issued by
the organization before
the spring dual match
season begins in Febru
ary.
Individually, the Pi
rates and Lady Pirates
combine to place four
players in the Top 10 in
the singles rankings, as
well as three doubles
teams.
On the women's side,
ITA Super Bowl champi
on Sona Novakova comes
in at No. l, where she
has been ranked since
her freshman campaign.

NCAA Region Tournament

Olivia Snipes - 22
Katie Beale - 21

Release Courtesy of the
Peach Belt Conference

E-mail chief.inkwell@gmail.com

Courtesy of
Sports Communications

Volleyball:

Meg Weathersby-13

Pirates advance past FMU, 3-0,
in PBC Tournament first round

It's not just a student newspaper.
It's your newspaper.
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On the horizon

>5-23

Novakova has not lost a
singles match .to a Division
II opponent in one and a
half seasons since jqining
the Lady Pirates in fall of
2008.
Junior Alida MullerWehlau appears at No. 5 in
the singles rankings, with
senior Gabriella Kovacs,
coming in at No. 15. Se
nior Martina Beckmann is
ranked No. 24 and junior
Tina Ronel is ranked No.
38, giving the Lady Pirates
five players in the singles
rankings this fall.
In doubles, the duo of
Beckmann and Muller-Wehlau check in at No. 4, while
Novakova and Kovacs are
ranked No. 5. The duo of
Ronel and Kathleen Henry
is ranked No. 15 as well.
On the men's side, junior
Rafael Array is ranked a
career-high No. 5 in sin
gles after capturing the ITA
Southeast Regional singles
title this fall. Junior Mikk
Irdoja is ranked No. 7 and
senior Paul Fitzgerald is

ranked No. 38.
The doubles duo of Array
and Irdoja is ranked No. 4
in doubles, the only AASU
duo to appear in the fall
rankings.
Dual match play begins
for the Pirates and Lady
Pirates in February.

Vs. Nova Southeatem
Last time AASU played them 2003 W 80-64
Last season's record: 14-15
Nov. 21

Vs. Barry
Last time AASU played them 2003 W 63-56
Last season's record: 15-13

AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1.) The 2002-2003 season opened with a loss to
Queens University of Charlotte.
2.) The Lady Pirates opened up the 2004-2005 sea
son with a 84-77 loss against the Anderson University
Trojans.
3.) Back during the 2001-2002 season, both teams
opened up their season with a loss. Neither team ended
up over .500 at the end of the season - the Lady Pirates
were 11-18 and the men went 13-15.
4.) In the 1985-1986 and 1986-87 seasons, the Pirates
were part of the Big South Conference, a Division I affili
ate. Back when the school was Armstrong State College,
they were charter members of the BSC.
5.) Way back in 1976, women's basketball became a
school sponsored sport. The Lady Pirates only played 15
games in their first season.
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Nov. 19-22: The Masquers present John Patrick's "Love Is A Time Of Day." Performances are at 7:30 p.m. in Jenkins Hall Black Box Theater. General admission is $10. Those
presenting valid PirateCard will be admitted free of charge.

ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENT

Nov. 20: The AA.SU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents percussionists Jason Ussery and Ben Murray in joint graduation recitals at 2:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Admission is free.

Novl 22: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents the Armstrong Atlantic Youth Orchestra Program Fall Concert at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium. The
Armstrong Atlantic Youth Orchestra, Atlantic Chamber Orchestra, Lyric Strings Ensembles and Debut Strings all perform. General admission is $6.

Nov. 23-Dec. 14: The AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre presents its Fall 2009 Senior Graduation Art Exhibition in the Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to
5 p.m., weekdays, holidays excluded. Admission is free.

'Love is aTime of Day' provides chemistry lesson
By Logan Padilla
Staff Reporter

Whitney Chappell, a tal
ented theater major at
AASU, i s working on a new
project. Chappell directs
"Love is a Time of Day," a
romantic comedy by John
Patrick, which consists of a
full set and a small cast—a
boy, a girl and a dog.
"Love is a Time of Day"
is about the relationship
between April McGregor
(Chloe Kirby) and Skipper
Allen (Matt Saul) that ini
tially appears fruitless but
develops over the course of
the show. Skipper is sexcrazed; sex is the last thing
on April's mind. Both are
graduate students, and April
is focused on the mountain
of work in front of her. Skip
per is focused on April. The
plot turns when Skipper
becomes immobilized and
forced to stay with April.
Chappell was unavailable
for an interview; however,
energy in Jenkins Hall's
Black Box Theater was high
during rehearsal, and every
one seemed to be having a
good time.
"It's been a lot of fun," Saul
said. "Since there are only
four of us here every day, we
have a blast together."
Kirby seemed equally ex
cited about the show.
"I love the show," she said.
"It's been great working on
it."
Kirby is no amateur to the
theater, but comedy is not
the genre she typically oper
ates in.
"It's a very different show
for me," she said. "I'm used
to doing dramatic shows, and
this is very much a romantic
comedy. It's challenged me,
because my character is very
complex. One moment she is
angry; the next moment she
is happy. The next moment

Columbia City Ballet
of South Carolina performs
'The Nutcracker'
By Liz Rodriguez'
Staff Reporter

Photos by Logan Padilla
The "Love is a Time of Day" cast,
from left: Chloe Kirby, W inston the
dog and Matt Saul.

Skipper (Matt Saul) whispers sweet something into the ear of April (C hloe
Kirby) d uring a rehearsal of "Love is a Time of Day."

she is annoyed and wants to
rip Skipper's head off, and
the next moment she is in
love with him—typical girl."
Saul is also pleased with
his character.
"I think he's an awesome
character," he said. "He's a
lot like me; we're both freak
ing hilarious. He's one of
those crazy characters that's
just a lot of fun to play."
Not only is it important for
an actor to make a connec
tion with the character, but
it is vital that there is chem
istry between the ca'st mem
bers.
"Normally, the casts that
I'm in are a lot bigger," Saul
said. "But it's fun. It's more
intimate and a lot closer."
Kirby did not disagree
with Saul.
"Our chemistry is great,"
she said. "We hit it off re
ally well as friends, and our
characters weren't too hard
to grasp."
Both Saul and Kirby have
a great sense of humor and
know how to take each other.
They laugh when discussing
their working relationship.

"It has its ups and downs,"
Saul said. "Really, she's a
great person and I couldn't
pick anyone better."
"It's a struggle," Kirby
said, causing the room to fill
with laughter. "Matt's been
great to work with. We get
along very well."
Though they did not know
each other before they audi
tioned together for the show,
both say that they are now
friends on and off the stage.
One of the most important
roles in a show is the direc
tor. During the interview,

When:
Nov. 19-22
Time:
7:30 p.m.
Where:
Jenkins Black Box
Price:
$10 general admission
Free with AASU 10, discounts for military,
seniors, students, children and alumni.

only good things were said
about Chappell and her di
recting techniques.
"Whitney has been great,"
Kirby said. "She has taught
us so much. She's very pro
fessional and knows what
she is doiilg."
The other actor, who shall
not go unmentioned, is Win
ston the dog. The dog that
will b e playing Winston will
make his debut performance
in this show. He is a rescued
dog and is looking for a good
home.

Masquers' version of 'Art of Murder'
provides satisfactory entertainment
By Logan Padilla
Staff Reporter

The second Masquers mainstage pro
duction of the year, "Art of Murder,"took
place Nov. 13-15 in Jenkins Theatre.
The Masquers have had a great
season thus far, which meant that this
show ha d high standards to meet.
At fi rst g lance, the s how l ooked v ery
promising. T he se t, al though r ecycled
from a previous show, was reconstruct
ed wonderfully.
The c hemistry o nstage w as l acking
at points, making it a bit of a challenge
to accept the notion that the r elation

ships were genuine. Also, the intention
behind t he actor's movements was, at
times, unclear.
Jonas Boyd d rew many l aughs with
his character, Vincent. All of the actors
did a good j ob o f de veloping c harac
ters of their own. Also impressive was
Erin Meals' portrayal o f the Irish maid,
Kate. M eals t ook on t he c hallenge o f
giving her character an Irish dialect and
wound up c reating a bel ievable I rish
vernacular. There were moments when
the di alect wa s dr opped t emporarily,
but picked right back up.

Spotlight on graduating senior art exhibition
Alicia Perez blends her musical
background with her art

Jamaal Galloway excels
as an athlete and graphic artist

By Daniel Amrhein
Staff Reporter

By Daniel Amrhein
Staff Reporter

Alicia Perez is an accom
Jamaal Galloway built
plished violinist. She teach
his reputation quickly
es violin and has performed
upon his arrival at AASU
in numerous concerts, and
in 2004, as the recipient
her artistic proficiency does
of a basketball scholar
not end with music; Perez is
ship. He holds the record
a highly skilled visual artist
for most three-point shots
whose work will be part of
in AASU history and has
0986-668GA
the Senior Graduation Art
the second-highest three£»L 1:30PM
CHATHAM CO.
Exhibition.
point shot total in Peach
"Alicia is artistically tal
Belt Conference history.
Photo courtesy of AMT Department
ented, has a very strong Alicia Perez hopes to have a series
However, it would seem
work ethic, is always open to of abstract sculptures on display,
that athletics is not Gallo
suggestions and is extreme cal composition: "The Four
way's only forte.
ly determined," said AASU Seasons."
"I create art because it
professor John Jensen.
"I love this project because
is a great form of expres
Perez, a realist painter, it beautifully combines Ali
sion," he said. "I am driven
produces beautifully ren cia's love of art and music,"
by my athletic background
dered paintings and pastel Jensen said. "It is really a
and culture."
drawings, often depicting celebration of the two."
"Jamaal is a very dedi
musical instruments either
Perez plans to have the
cated, self-motivated and
being played or arranged in "VIVALDI: FOUR SEA
polished design student
a still life composition.
SONS" series completed
who has been able to
"Most of my stuff is mu in time to include it in the
uniquely incorporate his
sical and there is a strong show. She hopes to display
passion for sports into the
focus on hands and/or their the sculptures along with
work he produces," said
motions," Perez said.
a number of her paintings
Professor Angela RyczOften, her paintings max and pastel drawings. Above
kowski-Horne.
imize reflective surfaces in all else, Perez feels that "the
Fueled by this love of the
order to create areas of dis most important thing the
sport, Galloway designs
tortion. These surfaces can viewer should take away
unique basketball shoes.
be anything from water or from the show would be to
His study of design enables
glass to the highly polished experience ... their love for
him to create visually im
exterior of a brass instru art."
pressive footwear, while
ment. Perez finds these ab
stracted areas especially in
Senior graduation art exhibition
teresting.
Most recently, Perez has
Jamaal Galloway and Alicia Perez will be two of 10 graduating
sought to further explore
bachelor of fine arts degree candidates displaying their artwork in the
abstraction in her work.
Senior Graduation Art Exhibition.
She is currently working on
The exhibition will run from Nov. 23- Dec.14 in AASU's Fine Arts Hall
a series of abstract ceramic
Gallery.
A reception for the show will be held at 5:30-7:30 p.m. on
sculptures entitled "VIV
ALDI: FOUR SEASONS."
Dec. 4.
The 4 sculptures each stand
The gallery, which is free and open to the public, is open from 9 a.m.
2-4 feet tall and are inspired
to 5 p.m. weekdays.
by Antonio Vivaldi's musi-

Under the di
rection of the re
nowned
artist
William Starrett,
prestigious dancers
from the Columbia'
City Ballet of South
Carolina (CCB of
SC) will perform
"The Nutcracker"
at the Johnny Mer
cer Theater on Nov.
28 at 5:30 p.m.
CCB of SC claims
to be one of the
strongest and most
Photo courtesy of Karen Hoovei
versatile ballet com-The Su9ar Plum Fairy and the Cavalier are just
panies in the South.two of the characters in "The Nutcracker."
Starrett, the compa
ny's executive director and clearly the perfect Clara."
artist director, counts 38
Macgill is an eighth grader
dancers among his ranks, in at the Oglethorpe Charter
addition to 2,000 seasoned School.
members and a collection of
"You don't want to miss this
local extras.
year's Nutcracker, it's grander
According to the CCB of and more magical than ever"
SC web site, they offer some Starrett said. "Truly a Savan
of the highest quality cul nah's treasure that you won't
tural entertainment in the want to miss, guaranteed to
Southeast. This prominent put you in the holiday spirit."
company produces recitals,
CCB of SC is eager to bring
classical ballet pieces and to Savannah the opportunity
full-length productions such to experience this magical
as Dracula, The Beauty and ballet.
the Beast and Don Juan.
"It's a wonderful traveling
"The Nutcracker" is writ play," said Stephanie Baker,
ten by E.T.A. Hoffman and box office manager at the Civ
based on a children's tale, ic Center.
"The Nutcracker and the
You can purchase your
King of Mice."
ticket at the box office in the
It tells the story of ayoung . Civic Center or visit their web
girl from Germany named site http://www.savannahClara, who dreams of a Nut civic.com/cityweb/ civiccencracker Prince and witness ter.nsf. The Savannah Civic
es a violent battle against Center box office is available
a Mouse King with seven by phone at 651-6556; tollheads. Alexander Dumas free, the number is (800) 351was responsible for revising 7469. Box office hours are
the story to make it a ballet. Monday through Friday from
"This year's Clara is Savan 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Prices range
nah's own-Aston Macgill," from $20 to $42.
Starrett said. "She isa jewel;

Armstrong Atlantic Youth
Orchestra performs Nov. 22

Photo courtesy of AMT Department
Kerri S ellman, conductor of MYO's Lyric Strings Ensemble, guides her
young musicians through a performance.

Photo courtesy of AMT Department
Jamaal Galloway's love of basketball
shows both on the court and on his
custom-designed kicks.

his extensive background
as a player provides him a
more practical insight into
shoe design.
Included in the exhibi
tion will be his concept
art for "Nike Flightposite
Pierce," which recently
won first place in the Ren
der Demo Design Challenge
sponsored by Slam maga
zine. As the winner, Gal
loway's design is set to be
published in a future issue
of the magazine. The artist
will also be featuring two
additional shoe designs in
the graduation exhibition.
In addition to his innova
tive shoe designs, Galloway
also produces sleek graphic
design work, often featur
ing athletes. For the exhi
bition, he plans to display
a number of digital images
alongside his concept art.

Photo courtesy of AMT Department
Neil Casey, MYO's music director, conducts the orchestra. The performance
takes place at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

Corrections from Nov. 12:
Percussion photos were
taken by Amie Conley.

'Art of Murder' photos were
courtesy of Marketing and
Communications.
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Stay
Live Oak's addition complements existing AASU library
Entertainedj
in Savannah J

eekend Music
Friday night brings a melodic,
danceable doubleheader at the
Wormhole, with Jungol and
Stokeswood performing live.
That same night, the Sentient
Bean hosts Kate Morrissey, a
knockout singer-songwriter
from Athens, Ga.
The Shane Pruitt Band takes
over Live Wire Music Hall on
Saturday, Nov. 21. The band,
last seen rocking faces at the
Savannah Jazz Festival, plays a
funk-jazz-rock fusion that keeps
the body in motion.

Photos by Amie Conley
Lane offers computers for research
Lane Library s tands as proudly as it did when it relocated to the Southside in late 1965.

Students write and research diligently on Lane's first floor.

and online classwork.

Southwest branch library offers laid-back alternative to Lane Library's scholarly stacks

amounts of natural light
ing will cut down on power
costs. This library costs
A library can be described
30 percent less to main
as a building that stores
tain compared to a normal
helpful learning devices
building of this size.
ranging from books to on
Lane may be more helpful
line databases and CD's to
to
people who are swamped
DVD's. AASU's Lane Li
with
activities during the day
brary has more to offer than
and
need
to focus on their
just books and computers.
studies
at
night. Southwest
Not holding true to public
is
only
open
until 8 p.m. on
library standards, it pres
Tuesdays
and
Thursdays;
ents students with a sense
worse,
they
close
at 6 p.m.
of home. It can be a meeting
This weekend marks the
every
other
day
of
t he week
spot, where students gath
opening of "The Twilight
except
Monday,
when
they
er in front of the library to
Saga: New Moon," the latest
are
closed
altogether.
meet up in between classes
"We had to do that so we
or hang out before. Study
installment in the vampire
would
be able to staff this
ing for midterms, writing
series that's become an
branch,"
said library man
papers and doing excessive
obsession of teenagers
ager
Judy
Strong.
amounts of research creates
The
Bull
Street,
Oglethorpe
a
home-away-from-home
nationwide.
and Carnegie branches had
for many AASU students.
to reduce hours so staff
Lane's renovations in
The more testosterone-fueled
could come and work at the
2006
created
more
room
among us have a couple
new branch.
and areas that make the li
options. "The Blind Side" is the brary more comfortable for
"We hope in the future
we
will get some additional
students.
University
librar
true story of Baltimore Ravens
funding for staff and we will
ian
Doug
Frazier
mentioned
defensive end Michael Oher's
be able to expand the hours
the idea of further expand
childhood, while "Planet 51" is ing the library, roughly dou
to what we used to, say,
at Mall and Bull Street,"
the animated adventure of a
bling it in size.
Strong
said.
"We
are
too
undersized
human-turned-alien. All three
Lane offers more conve
for the number of students
are in theaters Nov. 20.
nient hours, but with brand
that we have," Frazier said.
new books and computers,
"We hope to have more
the Southwest branch and
its sweeping study spaces
Student opinions on Southwest
may have more appeal to
the public at large.
and Lane libraries
Still, both of these librar
"[Southwest branch] library is an improvement to our community. From a
ies offer our community a
student's perspective, it's taking an assignment to another extreme—not just sense of direction. An aca
The Little Theatre of
using Armstrong's facilities but also taking advantage of what our community
demic library and a public
Savannah's production of'The
library may not always offer
outside school has to offer."
Diary of Anne Frank" is notable
the same things.
Laieah Adams
"The two libraries are
for more than the WWII
complementary,"
Frazier
"There are study rooms available [at Southwest branch] which present you
subject matter; it's the last
said.
with a comfortable environment. E verything is just so new in there."
production that the theatre
Lane provides books that
Hannah Carter
will be putting on.
coincide with the courses
that are given at AASU.
"It is much more convenient to be able to walk out of class and into [Lane]
"We really are here to do
This weekend's slate of
library. A ll the information I need for my classes are found on our campus."
a
lot
of things," Frazier said,
shows—Nov. 19-21 at 8 p.m.
Kevin Conway
"but one of the main ones is
and Nov. 22 at 3 p.m.—will be
to support the curriculum."
the final shows on the theatre's
Chemistry majors, for ex
"I'm always in Lane Library and it serves as a comfort zone for me. I know the
ample,
never have to leave
faculty and most of the students."
stage.
campus
to find all of the
Kasha Brooke Dominy
information
needed about
Check it out if you're
By Rachel Gorton
Staff Reporter

At The Movies

kinds of st udy spaces, more
study rooms." ,
This will include quiet
zones and areas with move
able furniture, so students
can create their own study
space. These are the early
plans for Lane, designed
with a focus on creating
space for students and fac
ulty.
While.Lane Library's place
in the community is estab
lished, Southside Savannah
recently welcomed a new li
brary to the area. Referred
to as the Southwest branch
library, the new building
is over 5,000 square feet,
making it the second larg
est in the Live Oak Public
Library system.
The library is the first
LEED building funded by
Chatham County. LEED
stands for Leadership in
Energy and Environmental
Design, meaning that the
new library is green-team
certified. The building uses
reflective roofing to reduce
solar heat, was constructed
with recycled building mate
rials and features large win
dows and censored lights,
in the hopes that the vast

The Final Days

their major. On the other
hand, AASU do es not offer
a business major, so those
interested in business may
find related books hard to
come by. This is where the
Southwest library has its
advantages.
Galileo, a widely used
source also knpwn as Geor
gia's Virtual Library, has a
wide variety of i nformation
gathered from books and
transformed into online
text. Southwest and Lane
both have Galileo, but their
databases are different.
Lane's online database is
slightly more sophisticated,
to maintain the standards
expected of a university.
Southwest's online offerings
are a little less technical.
"You can go on and get

online on Galileo in our sys
tem and get a complement
of sources to what Arm
strong has," Strong said.
The main difference be
tween Southwest and Lane
is that Southwest serves a
target audience—the gen
eral . public—that differs
from the college students
and faculty who populate
Lane. Each library has fic
tion and non-fiction novels
available, but Lane focuses
mainly on materials that
support AASU's educational
curriculum. The two serve
different purposes, but each
find similarities to cause an
overlap in the systems mak
ing them more accessible
and usable for the commu
nity.

The Southwest branch of the Live Oak Public Libraries, now open and run
ning, is the newest addition to the Savannah Mall ar ea.

'

interested in seeing the work
of director and AASU alum
Benjamin Wolfe, or if you're
interested in saying goodbye
to a piece of Savannah theatre
history.'

Stay Home

'Bruno"
available on
/.For those
10" is the tale

jusly over-theo is played by

"Borat"and"Da Ali G Show."

The left side of the first floor of the Live O ak Public Library houses the
children's area, which features a beautiful live oak for the children to read
underneath.

Comedy show brings more than laughter Upcoming AASU events
CUB uses entertainment schedule for charitable causes

Nov. 22 features a performance by the Armstrong Atlantic Youth
Orchestra (AAYO) in the Fine Arts Auditorium at 3 p.m. AAYO offers
serious music students the opportunity to play in an accomplished
orchestra while developing their musical skills. In addition to AAYO, the
concert will feature performances by the Atlantic Chamber Orchestra,
Lyric Strings Ensembles and Debut Strings. General admission is $6.

By Tiffany Thornton
Staff Reporter

AASU's Campus Union
Board (CUB) hb sted comedi
ans Kevin Bozeman an d Alex
Thomas on Nov. 12 in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. In-addition,
CUB donated all proceeds
from the event to the Susan
G. Komen for the Cure Foun
dation. Admission was $1 or
a can of food—canned goods
were donated to America's
Second Harvest Food Bank of
Coastal Georgia.
CUB members decided to
use their programs to sponsor
different organizations. Sally
Watkins, AASU's associate
director of st udent activities,
suggested the Komen for the
Cure foundation and Aaron
Odum, co-chair of Visual and
Performing Arts Committee
(VAPAC), suggested Second
Harvest to the emcees com
mittee.
"It's such a great idea be
cause breast cancer is really
big right now," said LeKara
Simmons, CUB chai r of em
cees. "With the holiday's com
ing up that's why we chose to
do the Second Harvest Bank
of Coastal Georgia."
"I'm a firm believer in order
for a community to grow it's
like building up your weakest
link and everyone has to rally

4/ '
"I keep my ear to the street," Alex

The Savannah Winds—AASU's community wind symphony in
residence—performs "In Concert"at 7:30 p.m. on Dec. 1 in the Fine
Arts Auditorium. General admission is $14, and the concert offers the
opportunity to see a blend of veteran musical leadership and technically
proficient youth live on stage.
Photos by Hank Sharpe
Kevin Bozeman's key to being funny

The AMT department's 21st annual Christmas Pottery Sale will be
taking place Dec. 2-3 in Fine Arts Hall Room 102. The annual event
offers the general public an opportunity to purchase handcrafted
pottery and ceramics created by both AASU professor of art John Jensen
and select students from AASU's art program. A portion of the proceeds
will be donated to the Noel Lemmen Ceramics Collection.

Thomas said. "I keep it yo ung,"

is staying "on top of [his] game."

around each other; so donat
ing a dollar and having a food
drive is a great idea," Boze
man said.
"At the end of the day,fi you
get a whole lot of people to
give, that adds up," Thomas
said. "Then it would be to
wards a good cause, so I'm al
ways down for that. I lost one
of my aunts to breast cancer
so it's definitely something I
will always be supportive of."
Both comedians com
manded the stage and even
provoked crowd participa
tion. Topics ranged from
hurricanes to pirates and
also touched on popular mu
sicians, marriage, sex and
stereotypes. The comedians

spoke on topics the audience
could laugh about and relate
to.
"I just try to stay on top of
my game," Bozeman said,
"read a lot, get online, and get
The 20th annual Winterfest Invitational High School Honor Band
on the Internet to see what's
going on ... I just enjoy per and AASU Wind Ensemble concert will take place on Dec. 5 at 7 p.m.
forming so that's motivation in the Fine Arts Auditorium. The honors band is comprised of talented
in itself."
high school students who come together under the watchful eye of
Thomas used the word
conductor Thomas Dvorak for one night of music. The event is free and
"timeless" when describing
open to the public.
his brand of comedy.
"I keep myear to the street,"
Thomas said. "I keep it young Of course, the most important dates remaining on the schedule are
... I just love coming to a dif already circled on the calendars of most students. Thanksgiving break is
ferent city everynight and go
ing to a crowd where I don't from Nov. 25-29, and AASU's winter break officially begins on Tuesday,
know anybodyand justhaving Dec. 15.
them fall out their chairs."
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The Inkwell

Week of November 19,2009
Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre

2009-2010 Masquers Upcoming Plays
FREE admission w/PirateCard. Visit the Fine Arts Box Office.
Art of Murder - November 13-15
Lave Is A Time of Day - November 19-22
Duh Rotten SCOUIHJIOIS - February 2010

The Full Monty, February 2009

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC YOUTH ORCHESTRA PROGR AM
November 22
3 p.m. • AASU Fine Arts Auditorium

Uiipr;

$6 general admission, students FREE
AAYO, Atlantic Chamber Ensemble
Lyric S trings, Debut Strings

20TH ANNUAL WINTERFEST
INVITATIONAL HONOR BAND CONCERT
December 5
7 p.m. • AASU Fine Arts Auditorium

Hedda Gafylcr September 2009

Free admission, no tickets
Thomas Dvorak, guest conductor
AASU Wind Ensemble
Winterfest Honor Band

masquers

AASU

iMfl#
912.344.2801 (12 noon to 3 p.m., weekdays)
www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ticketsales.html
AASU Jenkins Hall

Funded by AAS.U's Student Government Association
Connect Savannah is AASU Theatre program's media sponsor

CZonnect
™

Tickets available
At the AASU Fine Arts Box Office, noon to 3 p.m., weekdays
By phone during box office hours, 344.2801.
Online at www.finearts.armstrong.edu/ticketsales.html
Funded in part by the AASU Student Government Association

0AfiSU
Department of Art, Music & Theatre • 344.2801

Classified
Just a bike ride away!

3b/2br House 13201 Stillwood Rd -just off Largo!
-comfortable home -2 007ft2
-2 car garage!-Jacuzzi/spa!
-large tool shed -Sizable entertainment area
-open house every Sunday 3-5pm
call agent at Curington Reality
(912) 897-5044

Now Hiring (hourly positions)

THE INKWELL
Spring semester 2010 / Apply by Monday, Nov. 23

Layout Editor

This is a portfolio-building opportunity for an aspiring
graphic designer. Get professional-style production
experience and opportunities to push your skills within
the print medium.
Experience with Adobe InDesign is recommended but
not required. Comfort and experience with InDesign,
Photoshop, and Illustrator are major pluses.
Availability on Tuesdays from 4 p.m. through the
evening for production is required. Self-scheduled
availability on Monday evenings for pre-production
tasks is recommended.
Applicants are encouraged to bring a portfolio to their
interviews.

Spring semester 2010 / Apply by Monday, Nov. 23

Sports Editor

Interested in a career in sports journalism? Well, you
have the chance to manage the coverage of conference
and national champion sports teams.
You'll assign writers to cover sports, health and wellness
stories and cover student athletes at the top of their
game.
Time management and leadership skills are necessities;
previous journalism experience is a plus.

Immediate opening

Business Manager
You II get real life experience running payroll and doing
day-to-day business accounting. Help put together our
annual budget and add to your number-crunching
resume. Math background, interest in business manage
ment or accounting are a plus.

How to apply for editor-level positions:
Fill out the Student Leadership Application available
outside of the Student Activities office at MMC Room
210 and return it to their office, or apply online at
http://sa.armstrong.edu/Activities/online_app.html

E-mail chief.inkwell@gmail.com

com

